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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

After the collapse of the Soviet Union, economic relations between Georgia and Russia have developed in a contradictory manner and appear even more complicated at present. Despite the extremely strained political relations and the breaking off of diplomatic relations, economic activities between the two countries have never stopped. This paper explores the post-Soviet economic relations between Georgia and Russia using the inductive method of research and formulates some basic perspective directions for their improvement. More specifically, the following possible developments are discussed; specifically, the opening up of Russia’s market to Georgian products, reaching an agreement between Georgia and Russia on the latter’s WTO accession and overcoming the Kremlin’s negative attitude toward transporting energy resources through Georgia to Europe. To solve the first problem, the Georgian exporters and business associations should take the initiative into their own hands. With regard to achieving Georgia’s consent on Russia’s entry into the WTO, the customs issues between the two countries in the Abkhazian and South Ossetian sections of the border need to be resolved with the direct participation of the international organisations, including the WCO. As for the last issue, in order to change Moscow’s negative attitude to transporting energy resources through Georgia to Europe, there should be a shift from the paradigm of “alternative pipelines” to the paradigm of “complementary pipelines.” In other words, a so-called “pipeline harmonisation” approach should be adopted which includes a partnership between the stakeholders extracting, transporting and consuming oil and gas. A solution to all these problems listed above would require the collective and active participation of all interested actors of the international community in the decision-making process.

INTRODUCTION

Twenty years after the collapse of the Soviet Union, the study of post-Soviet relations between the former Soviet republics attracts growing scientific interest. Not surprisingly, the emphasis is usually placed upon Russia, as the heir to the USSR, and its relations with the other former Soviet republics.

Prior to the August 2008 war between Russia and Georgia, the study of the relations between the two countries remained more spontaneous than systematic which had an extremely negative impact upon these relations. Unfortunately, even less well explored are the post-Soviet economic interactions.
After the war, a number of meetings between Russian and Georgian researchers and experts have been organised in order to conduct general research following the initiative of the involved international organisations leading to the first joint Russian-Georgian publications.56

Unfortunately, the post-Soviet relations between Georgia and Russia in general can be simply described as ‘bad’ and, as the reality has shown, they have gotten even worse. Nevertheless, despite the extremely strained political relations and the breaking off of diplomatic relations, economic activities between the two countries have never been interrupted.

The purpose of this study is to identify the starting points of interaction from which the prospects for developing healthy economic relations between Russia and Georgia could be drawn up.

The objectives of this study are twofold: first, to examine the major developments in Georgian-Russian economic relations and second, to assess the current state of those relations and to identify the most urgent issues necessary to be resolved in the foreseeable future.

The significance and urgency of the topic are defined by the fact that in the actual absence of formal bilateral relations between Georgia and Russia economic activities amongst the individual actors in both countries are developing outside the interstate regulations. An example of this is that Georgia “exports” labour forces to Russia and Russia “exports” direct investments to Georgia. In addition, according to the popular opinion, these countries as energy transit states are considered to be competitors.

This situation, where official state-to-state relations are absent and economic interactions are formed in an arbitrary manner, in fact, remains largely unexplored within the context of the Russian-Georgian confrontation. This, in turn, determines the practical value of this research as recommendations for the development of Georgian-Russian economic relations can contribute to finding new entry points for resuming bilateral relations and reducing the international tensions.

The paper mostly utilises qualitative analysis. More specifically, the inductive method is applied to generalise facts about the post-Soviet economic relations between Georgia and Russia which have taken form for over twenty years. It should be noted that the main limitations include the lack of adequate data, such as official statistics on the real economic situation, especially in areas like labour migration, foreign direct investment (FDI), etc. These limitations in each case are specified separately in the document.

**PROBLEM DESCRIPTION**

In accordance with the article’s key objective, the post-Soviet Georgian-Russian economic relations are divided into three phases; namely: pre-revolutionary (i.e., from regaining independence until the November 2003 “Rose Revolution”), pre-war (i.e., from the “Rose Revolution” to the August 2008 Russian-Georgian war) and post-war (i.e., after the Russo-Georgian war of August 2008).

**The Pre-Revolutionary Period**

During the Soviet times, Georgian-Russian economic relations were perceived as interregional within the complex system of a command economy of a single country. The production relationships between individual economic actors in the Soviet republics were determined through the central economic planning (GosPlan) developed by the central authority. In terms of the Soviet Union’s economic division of the Soviet republics (Soviet economic regionalisation), Georgia, like
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56 For example, George Khutsishvili and Tina Gogueliani, Editors, Russia and Georgia: The Ways Out of the Crisis, Tbilisi: ICCN, 2010.
many other relatively small Soviet republics of the Caucasus (Azerbaijan and Armenia), was included in the Trans-Caucasus economic region.57

The collapse of the Soviet Union and the subsequent fall of the planned economy naturally led to a gradual breakup of the established production relations between the enterprises in the post-Soviet space. This trend was accelerated in Georgia. Particularly, right after the fall of the Soviet Union, the first post-Soviet government of Georgia imposed an economic blockade against Russia which blocked the Samtredia railway junction. Consequently, these actions facilitated a speedier breakdown of the existing economic ties between Georgia and Russia (and not only Russia) than in other post-Soviet republics. Furthermore, these erroneous actions of the Georgian leadership brought about significant economic losses, primarily to Georgia, and marked the first economic damage in the Georgian-Russian economic relations.58 It is important to emphasise that Russia remained the number one trade partner for Georgia even after this event.

In the beginning, Georgia (as well as other former Soviet republics) remained within the “rouble zone” and still used the Russian rouble as the official national currency. After the final break-up of the Soviet monetary system (the Soviet rouble was substituted by the Russian rouble only in the summer of 1993),59 the rouble bank-notes were not supplied to the former-Soviet republics. Throughout the end of 1992 and the beginning of 1993, there were severe cash shortages in Georgia. The Central Bank of Russia did not ship any bank-notes to Georgia during the first quarter of 1993 which was Russia’s response to the transfer of payments, unsecured with appropriate means (so-called “air” transfers), by some of the former Soviet republics’ central banks (including Georgia’s) to Russia. In this crisis, the National Bank of Georgia chose to issue a rouble supplement—the Georgian coupon—as Georgia’s temporary currency.60

Almost immediately after the collapse of the Soviet Union, the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), consisting of all former Soviet republics (except the Baltic states), was established. Georgia joined the CIS later—in December 1993—when the Georgian armed forces had to leave Abkhazia after a struggle for the territorial integrity and which was followed by a wave of thousands of displaced people. The Georgian Government decided to join the CIS in hopes of normalising relations with Russia and achieving certain “favours” from Moscow—from the outset supporting the separatist movement—not only in Georgia but also in other former Soviet republics.61

Despite the fact that many significant agreements contributing to the establishment of economic links between its member states have been achieved within the CIS framework, the Commonwealth faced difficulties from the outset in integrating the former-Soviet Republics.62 One of the main

57 For example, Закавказский экономический район, Экономико-географический очерк. Под ред. А. А. Адамеску и Е. Д. Силавеа, Москва, «Наука», 1973.
58 В. Папава и Т. Беридзе, „Проблемы реформирования грузинской экономики,” Российский экономический журнал, № 3, 1994.
60 Ibid., p. 166.
reasons includes the desire to recreate market-based integration schemes inherent in the production co-operation which are characteristic to the relatively closed economic system of the USSR.\textsuperscript{63}

Throughout the mid-1990s, both countries were engaged with their own problems related to the transition into a market economy. The interstate economic relations were mostly attuned to the economic incentives of the individual economic entities of these countries.

\textit{Russia’s financial and currency crisis of 1998 had an extremely negative impact upon} Georgia’s entire economy, primarily destabilising its exchange rate.\textsuperscript{64} As a result, Russia lost its primacy in Georgia’s foreign trade to Turkey (although for a short while). Russia kept its premier position in Georgia’s economy until 2006; that is, before Russia closed its market to Georgian wine and mineral water as well as to all other agricultural products of Georgian origin.

In the Russian-Georgian relations of the pre-revolutionary period, special attention should be given to the forced ratification of the so-called “zero option” treaties by the Georgian Parliament whereby Georgia forfeited any claim to a share of the assets of the former USSR in return for the restructuring of its debt to Russia. By its final renunciation of any rights to Soviet property, the Georgian Government heeded the scheme proposed by the International Monetary Fund in accordance with the Paris Club.\textsuperscript{65} According to the initial text of the treaty, however, this deal would not extend to banking accounts in the Vneshekonombank of the former USSR and to the Diamond Fund (in the official document signed in 1993 the corresponding record was missing). The Georgian side noticed the discrepancy \textit{post-factum}, only after signing it. Despite numerous protests by the Georgian authorities, the Russian side did not allow any changes to the signed text and requested ratification of this agreement in the form in which it was signed when Georgia needed a restructuring of external debt to Russia. With no alternative to restructuring the external debt, Georgia had to ratify the altered “zero option” treaties to the detriment of its national interest.

In the framework of Georgian-Russian relations, transportation of Azerbaijan’s hydrocarbon resources through Georgia has always been an important issue. In particular, Russia considered (and, unfortunately, still believes) that the implementation of the project allegedly posed a threat to its national security and was against its own interests.\textsuperscript{66} As a result, Russia has never been interested in the development of a transport corridor through Georgia and, in particular, in the construction of pipelines passing through the Georgian territory. On the contrary, Russia hampers the fulfilment of these projects and initiatives with all possible means.\textsuperscript{67}

\textit{The Pre-War Period}

The idea of creating a “liberal empire,”\textsuperscript{68} which would mean restoration of the economic impact throughout the Post-Soviet space through Russia’s economic expansion,\textsuperscript{69} was gaining popularity in


\textsuperscript{65} Нодар Броладзе, \textquote{Нулевой вариант: за и против,} \textit{Независимая газета}, 17 января 2001, на сайте http://www.ng.ru/cis/2001-01-17/5_variant.html#.


\textsuperscript{67} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{68} Анатолий Чубайс, \textquote{Миссия России в XXI веке,} \textit{Независимая газета}, 1 октября 2003, на сайте http://www.ng.ru/printed/ideas/2003-10-01/1_mission.html

It should be pointed out that Chubais’ idea of the “Liberal Empire” was particularly popular in 1998-2005 (Thomas W. Simons, Jr., \textit{Eurasia's New Frontiers: Young States, Old Societies, Open Futures}, Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2008, pp. 70 -81). In general, the idea of recreating the Empire has always (even after the collapse of the Soviet Union) remained extremely relevant in Russia (Karen Dawisha, “Imperialism, Dependence and Interdependence in the Eurasian Space” in Aided Dawisha and Karen Dawisha, Eds., \textit{The Making of Foreign Policy in Russia and The New States of Eurasia}, Armonk, ME Sharpe, 1995.)
Russia even prior to the November 2003 “Rose Revolution” of Georgia. More specifically, the architects of this idea intended to create the “Liberal Empire,” not by violent armed occupation of the former Soviet republics but by gaining possession of the property of the main economic targets (through the purchase and development of assets) located on their territories.70

The first country in the Caucasus to be involved in the formation of Russia’s “Liberal Empire” was Armenia. The most critical example of this proves to be the implementation of the Russian strategy of “debt-for-equity” swaps. Upon the basis of the mutual agreement called “Possessions in Exchange for Debt,” brokered between Armenia and Russia at the end of 2002, Armenia handed over to Russia the shares of enterprises totalling USD93.7 million to repay its debt.71 Later, the Armenian economy almost completely has become part of Russia’s “Liberal Empire.”72

The location of Georgia and Azerbaijan between Russia and Armenia is a geographical barrier for combining the Russian and Armenian economies into a single economic space. Achieving this unification looks more realistic through the Georgian “route” than the Azerbaijani one because of the Armenian-Azerbaijani conflict. Moreover, in case of Georgia’s successful involvement in Russia’s “Liberal Empire,” it will be easier to gain full control over Azerbaijan’s economy as well given that all major transportation and communication arteries, including the major pipelines, pass through Georgia.

The involvement of Georgia in the “Liberal Empire” began in 2003 when RAO-UES of Russia purchased stocks and other assets from the American company AES (American Electrochemical Society) – Silk Road, including Tbilisi’s electricity network, and gained control over 75 percent of the country’s electricity grid.73

After the “Rose Revolution,” a complete lack of transparency74 allowed Russian companies and their subsidiaries registered in third countries to snap up most of the new offerings put up for sale by the Georgian Government. Typical was the Russian holding company Promyslennye investory (Industrial Investors) which managed to purchase a major gold mine followed by half of a plant producing gold alloys.75

One of Russia’s most active players in Georgia’s economy includes Gazprom, the state-controlled gas monopoly. Gazprom’s aim is to control not only the gas industry in Georgia but also the only

75 “Активы Маднеули перешли к российской группе Промышленные инвесторы,” Альфа-Металл, 7 ноября 2005, на сайте http://www.alfametal.ru/?id=news_details&news_id=10505
pipeline that feeds Russian gas to both Georgia and Armenia. Without the United States’ intervention in 2005, Gazprom most likely would have purchased this core asset.\textsuperscript{77}

In 2005, Russia’s state-owned enterprise, Vneshtorgbank, also purchased a controlling stake in the privatised United Georgian Bank, the third largest in Georgia.\textsuperscript{78} In fact, Vneshtorgbank renationalised the United Georgian Bank although the new owner ended up being the Russian Government. Interestingly, Vneshtorgbank of Russia also previously acquired a controlling stake in Armenia’s Armsberbank in 2004.\textsuperscript{79}

These examples suggest that Russia’s efforts in Georgia serve the main purpose of entrapping Georgia within the “Liberal Empire.” This began even before the “Rose Revolution” and has substantially augmented afterwards,\textsuperscript{80} partly with the Georgian leadership’s open backing.\textsuperscript{81} The steps of the Georgian authorities (and not only them) could be explained by the fact that high-ranking management positions in large Russian companies are in many cases held by former national security agency employees who, like the Russian Government, are willing to spend additional funds for political purposes.\textsuperscript{82}

In light of Russia’s actual tactics to forge a “Liberal Empire” in the Caucasus (notably in Armenia and Georgia), the notion that Georgia is entirely lost to Russia\textsuperscript{83} and that both Armenia and Georgia have minimal economic significance for Russia seems unreasonable.\textsuperscript{84}

A ban on key Georgian exports, such as wine\textsuperscript{85} and mineral water\textsuperscript{86} as well as all agricultural products, was imposed by Russia in 2006 with Moscow allegedly citing health concerns and the low-quality of products. The Kremlin’s punishment for Georgia’s pro-Western orientation, on the one hand, negatively affected the country’s economy\textsuperscript{87} whilst, on the other, incentivised Georgian exporters to gradually find other markets for Georgian goods.\textsuperscript{88} These steps were followed by


\textsuperscript{84} Ibid.


Russia halting all postal, airline, automobile, sea and railway transport between Russia and Georgia.89

Furthermore, when Russia introduced a wine blockade against Georgia and imposed bans on Georgian agricultural commodities,90 it adopted a fundamentally different approach toward Abkhazian wine.91 At the same time, products of Georgian origin were banned in Abkhazia as well.92

Currently, Russia’s accession to the World Trade Organisation (WTO) is high on the agenda.93 Georgia, as a WTO member from the very beginning, agreed to drop its objections against Russia’s WTO entry if the latter would provide access for Georgian customs officers to border crossing checkpoints in breakaway Abkhazia and South Ossetia.94 The Georgian demand that Georgian customs officers supervise checkpoints in Abkhazia and South Ossetia stems from Tbilisi’s official position that the regions are part of its sovereign territory and goods crossing the borders between the two neighbouring countries should be based upon national customs legislation. However, as the recent developments show, the governments of Abkhazia and South Ossetia, openly supported by Moscow, are categorically against the Georgian position, thus significantly limiting the possibilities for its fulfilment.

Tensions in the sphere of transportation of energy resources remained in the standoff between Russia and Georgia even after the “Rose Revolution.” Russia has not abandoned its efforts to hinder the implementation of the pipeline projects utilising all possible means.95 Moreover, Russian experts believe that Moscow is waging an “energy war” against several former Soviet republics, including Georgia and Azerbaijan.96

**The Post-War Period**

The Russian-Georgian confrontation reached its climax during the August 2008 war after which formal diplomatic relations between the two countries were halted. The war itself—and follow-on recognition of the independence of South Ossetia and then Abkhazia by the Russian Federation—questioned the further existence of the CIS which only formally recognised the inviolability of the
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territorial boundaries of its member states. After the Russian aggression, Georgia, as expected, seceded from the CIS. 

In the post-war period, there was an impression that all types of economic relations between Russia and Georgia had been terminated. This, of course, is not true, because Georgia continues to “export” its labour to Russia and Russia, in turn, remains amongst the leading investors in Georgia.

Trade between Russia and Georgia has declined markedly as tensions between the two nations have risen although by no means ended. During this period, Russia’s share of Georgia’s total exports dropped from 17.8 percent in 2005 (i.e., a year before Russia imposed bans on Georgian products) to 2.0 percent, and 2.2 percent in 2008 and 2010, respectively. The same negative trend could be observed in imports to Georgia from Russia as well which fell from 15.4 percent in 2005 to 6.7 percent in 2008. Russia accounted for only 5.5 percent of all imports in 2010. Although it is worth pointing out that Russia ranks fifth amongst Georgia’s top trade partners according to data on trade turnover (after Turkey, Azerbaijan, Ukraine and Germany, but at the same time, ahead of countries like the US, Bulgaria, China and others).

Remittances are an important source of transfer income. Georgians who obtained Russian citizenship and live and work in Russia send part of their earnings to their relatives in Georgia. The introduction of a visa regime with Georgia as well as the persecution of ethnic Georgians (including Russian citizens) living in Russia in 2006 facilitated a further increase in the use of the bank channel. As the banking sector develops, remitting through formal channels is gradually given the preference over other informal alternatives which used to be extremely popular in the post-Soviet space (such as sending money back home through intermediaries returning to their homeland).

In particular, in 2005 (i.e., one year before the persecution of Georgians in Russia) remittances to Georgia totalled USD403 million with over USD240 million coming from Russia (59.6 percent of the total). In 2008, the transfers increased by 2.5 times reaching USD1,002 million. Remittances from Russia grew by 2.6 times and amounted to nearly USD634 million thus making up 63.3 percent of the total. In 2009, due to the global financial crisis, money transfers to Georgia (USD842 million in total) accounted for 84 percent of the amount of remittances received in 2008. The Russian economy was hit extremely hard by the crisis which affected the amount of remittances sent to Georgia as well. In 2009, transfers from Russia totalled USD450 million – only 71 percent of the sum remitted a year before (the share of remittances from Russia to Georgia was
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102 Employment-based immigration is one of the most pressing problems for Russia (See: С. В. Антуфьев, “Реалии трудовой иммиграции в современной России,” *Право и безопасность*, № 3 (16), август 2005, на сайте http://dpr.ru/pravo/pravo_16_18.htm).
still over half of the entire sum – 53.5 percent). In 2010, as compared to 2009, remittances to Georgia increased up to USD940 million as a whole. USD530 million was transferred just from Russia increasing its total share up to 56.4 percent.

The assessment of the Russian (and not only Russian) investments in the Georgian economy proves more complicated owing to the easily manipulated and flawed data which prevents making any definite conclusions about the real situation. Many firms engaged in direct investment are registered in an offshore zone so that it is virtually impossible to disclose the real owners of a business and to trace the cash flows. According to official statistics, Russia ranked third in FDI in Georgia in 2010 behind the Netherlands and the United States.

After Russia’s unilateral recognition of the independence of Abkhazia and South Ossetia, Tbilisi’s position on Russia’s accession to the WTO became more discernable. In return for Georgia’s official approval of Russia’s WTO entry, Moscow will have to allow Georgian customs officers to supervise checkpoints in Abkhazia and South Ossetia; that is, along the internationally recognised border between Georgia and Russia. The first official post-war meeting of the government delegations of Georgia and Russia was held in March 2011 in Bern (Switzerland) to discuss Russia’s accession into the WTO. Most likely, meetings in the same format will continue throughout 2011.

The situation remains difficult around Georgia’s role as a transport corridor for Azerbaijani energy resources. The Russian-Georgian war has further exacerbated this issue. More specifically, Russia bombed the pipelines running through Georgia during the August war despite the fact that they were located further away from South Ossetia and its protection which was the reason for going to war with Georgia. This has naturally raised the safety issues and questioned Georgia’s reliability as a transit corridor. Fortunately, confidence was quickly regained although the fact that Moscow tried to establish its control over those pipelines and thereby completely monopolise transportation routes from the former Soviet space into the West through military actions has become an even greater incentive for both Americans and Europeans to search for alternative energy routes with more diligence.
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WAYS TO SOLVE THE PROBLEMS

The analysis of the traversed path of the post-Soviet economic relations between Georgia and Russia leaves little room for optimism. On top of it, the frequent statements made by the leaders of both countries dwindle hopes that the situation can be improved for the better in the foreseeable future. For example, the Georgian President Mikheil Saakashvili’s attempts to resume a dialogue with the leaders of Russia was met by a very negative response from his Russian counterpart.

From the current perspective, maintaining the status-quo seems to be the most realistic short-term option which basically means continuing the same economic relations that have developed in recent years with Russia’s major companies remaining amongst the key foreign investors in Georgia with Georgia remaining as one of the “suppliers” of the labour force to Russia. At the same time as the Russian market will remain closed to Georgian wine, mineral water and vegetables, Georgia will continue to block Russia’s entry into the WTO. The standoff between Moscow and Tbilisi will also remain the same on the transport of energy resources.

An alternative to the status quo would be moving towards resolution of the existing problems in each of these areas. In particular, we are talking about removing Russia’s ban on products of Georgian origin, finding a consensus on Russia’s WTO accession and changing approaches to the oil and gas transportation issue. We will consider each of these areas separately.

Formally, Russia has not imposed a trade embargo on Georgia. The official explanation, voiced by Russia’s Chief Sanitary Inspector, referred to the low quality of these food products. Accordingly, Russia’s accession into the WTO will not oblige the Kremlin to lift its ban on Georgian products and it will be a mistake to link those two issues.

Considering Russia’s Chief Sanitary Inspector’s recent statements on their readiness to resume talks on lifting the ban, coupled with the extremely tense relations between the heads of the two countries mentioned earlier in the article, large Georgian exporters and their associations (such as, the Georgia Wine Association) should take the initiative to facilitate the reopening of the Russian market to Georgian products. It is in the best interest of the Georgian producers themselves to be directly involved in this process as they are the ones responsible for meeting the quality control requirements set by the Chief Sanitary Inspector of Russia. The active involvement of Georgian businesses in the process should either result in the eventual reopening of the Russian market or demonstrating to the international community Russia’s prejudice against Georgia thus further damaging its international image. More specifically, this matter categorised by the Kremlin as “sanitary” will evidently become a purely “political issue.” It is important to keep in mind that since 2006, Georgian wine products have been successfully exported to Europe and the US.

meaning that they have met the quality control requirements of those countries. Going against this background and re-imposing bans on Georgian products allegedly due to their low-quality will damage Moscow’s image more than it did in 2006 when the Chief Sanitary Inspector of Russia banned Georgian wine for the first time.

At present, achieving Georgia’s consent on Russia’s WTO entry arises with particular acuteness in both countries and in international community. While insisting upon its demands, Tbilisi periodically expressed readiness to start negotiations with Moscow over Russia’s WTO accession. The first meeting, as noted above, was held in March 2011. Russia’s hopes to overcome Georgia’s resistance stem from the fact that the US can actually pressure Georgia to drop its objections. Although the US affirms its support of Russia’s WTO bid, calling upon Georgia to find “a creative solution” shows that Washington openly states that Russia-Georgia WTO-related talks are a bilateral issue into which it does not want to intervene.

Georgia’s strategic partners, the United States and the European Union, are openly and strongly endorsing Russia’s bid and pushing for it to happen before the end of the year. They have already concluded their talks with Russia by agreeing to its membership in this organisation in early 2011.

One can state unequivocally that apart from the issue of re-establishing the Georgian presence along the Georgian-Russian border in the areas of Abkhazia and South Ossetia, Georgia is equally interested in Russia’s WTO accession and in forging trade relations with Russia within the WTO. It will qualitatively improve and make the relationship between Russia and Georgia more predictable. Taking into consideration that there are a number of “carrots and sticks” that both Washington and Brussels can use to entice Tbilisi—and it is not in Georgia’s interest to strain its relations with any of them — agreeing upon a compromise looks inevitable.

There has been an interesting suggestion made by some Georgian opposition party leaders involving deployment of international monitors (preferably EU) on the border with Russia in
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Abkhazia and South Ossetia in case Russia insists upon rejecting any Georgian presence along that border. This suggestion, modelled under the EU Border Assistance Mission to Moldova and Ukraine (EUBAM), could be an effective and mutually acceptable compromise solution providing transparency of border crossing points in the breakaway regions without assigning Georgian customs officials there. Furthermore, this EU presence should be complemented by the involvement of the World Customs Organisation (WCO). It should be noted that both countries are members of the WCO (Georgia since 1993 and Russia since 1992). The organisation, exclusively focused upon customs matters, aims at promoting international co-operation in this sphere and closely collaborates with Interpol, the United Nations Office for Drug Control and Crime Prevention and the United Nations Security Council’s Counterterrorism Committee.

In the field of transportation of energy resources, a new approach for the diversification of the pipeline network should be adopted to substitute the exiting policy based upon the so-called “alternative pipeline” paradigm mentioned earlier in the article. As we all know, the hydrocarbon resources of the Caspian basin are considered as an alternative to the Russian hydrocarbon resources. The same holds true for the pipelines transporting Caspian energy resources to the West bypassing Russia. As well as any prospective pipelines, they are seen as “alternative routes” to those going through Russia. The use of terms like “alternative” somehow conveys the impression that an inherent confrontation between Russia and the rest of the world exists on energy issues.

For example, the so called “pipeline confrontation” perception has been associated with pipelines like Baku-Tbilisi-Supsa (BTS), Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC) and the South Caucasus Pipeline (SCP). In reality, these pipelines carry less than ten percent of the amount of oil that the Russian pipelines transport and less than two percent of the gas that Russia exports. Apparently, these figures call into question whether or not BTS, BTC and SCP can be considered as real “alternatives” to the Russian pipelines in terms of their total transportation capacity. Accordingly, we can come to the conclusion that BTS, BTC and SCP are complementary and by no means “alternative” energy routes to the Russian pipelines. In fact, in order to ensure uninterrupted and consistent supply of energy resources to their consumers, having separate (unconnected) pipeline systems prove extremely important in case of emergency (for example, planned system maintenance or technical issues).

In view of that, it is necessary to shift from the “alternative pipelines” paradigm to a new one of “complementary pipelines” or even “pipeline harmonisation” which would imply the establishment of partnership between the parties producing, transporting and consuming energy resources. The “pipeline harmonisation” model should be based upon achieving consensus and harmonised relations between all stakeholders.

The “pipeline harmonisation” paradigm should be applied to all existing and upcoming or planned pipeline projects such as “White Stream,” “Nabucco,” “Nord Stream” and “South Stream.” All stakeholders should be able to co-operate rather than compete in the construction and operation of pipelines to achieve maximum consumer satisfaction to make the protection of consumer rights and
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a smooth and uninterrupted supply of energy resources their key priority. Georgia (alone or in tandem with Azerbaijan\textsuperscript{133}) could take the initiative in facilitating this shift with an active EU and US assistance to persuade Moscow in the soundness and practicability of the “pipeline harmonisation” paradigm.

In conclusion, amongst the considered alternatives, it is the first one—maintaining the \textit{status quo} in the economic relationship between Russia and Georgia—that looks the least advisable. In our opinion, the most preferable solutions in each of the problematic areas include:

a) Promoting the large Georgian exporters and business associations to spearhead the efforts of Georgia to get back the Russian market for Georgian products.

b) Involving international organisations (for instance EU), including WCO in the Georgian-Russian WTO talks to achieve Georgia’s consent on Russia’s WTO entry.

c) Shifting from the perception of “alternative” energy routes to the “pipeline harmonisation” paradigm which is based upon the establishment of partnership between all stakeholders including those extracting, transporting and consuming energy resources.

These policy solutions can be carried out in parallel as they do not represent alternatives to each other. They counter the \textit{status quo} and its impact on the economic relationship between Russia and Georgia for the near future.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

Based upon the analysis of the post-Soviet economic relations between Georgia and Russia and their over two decades of history, the major unresolved problems hindering the further development of these relations have been identified. The recommendations set forth for their successful resolution include:

1. To return the Russian market for products of Georgian origin.

2. To find consensus on Russia’s WTO accession which would take into full consideration Georgia’s national interests.

3. To promote co-operation in oil and gas transportation to Europe.

Each of these recommendations should be carried out in parallel. The problems concerning the return of Georgian products to the Russian market should be overcome by the Georgian companies (and their associations) which have lost that market. The Georgian Government should play its part in promoting and not hindering their efforts.

In return for Georgia’s official approval of Russia’s WTO entry, Georgia should demand a more robust international presence from Russia (for example, involvement of EU monitors) including an active participation of the WCO in this process. This, first of all, would require the Georgian Government to ensure the willingness of the international organisations (most importantly the EU’s) to take part in the resolution of the customs issues on the Russia-Abkhazia and Russia-South Ossetia border. In this regard, the Government should start a negotiation process with the authorities at the EU and the WCO.

For the beginning and a resumption of more effective co-operation in the sphere of oil and gas transportation, the shift from the existing perception of “alternative pipelines” to the “pipeline harmonisation” paradigm is of great importance. This paradigm shift is possible only with the

active co-operation of all stakeholders and, above all, the EU and those of its member countries which are direct recipients (or prospective recipients) of oil and gas through Georgia. For this purpose, the Georgian Government should intensify its direct work with these countries as well as with the EU leadership to achieve the needed perception change. No less important is its active co-operation with Washington which has a significant impact on the formation and implementation of energy policy in Eurasia.

FINDINGS

Despite the difficulties and confrontations in Georgian-Russian relations, especially after the August 2008 war, the economic activities between the two countries have not been interrupted. In particular, trade relations (albeit at lower quality) have been sustained and, more importantly, the Russian capital flow and investments in the Georgian economy have continued. The Georgian labour force (as well as labour from other countries of the former Soviet Union) extensively used in the Russian economy continues to remit a significant portion of their income back to Georgia to their families.

Additionally, a number of pressing issues in the economic relations between Georgia and Russia have piled up. Resolution requires special attention. This includes returning Georgian wine and other products of Georgian origin back to the Russian market, finding a consensus to achieve Georgia’s consent on Russia’s WTO membership and starting effective co-operation in oil and gas transportation to Europe. If the resolution of the first problem should be initiated by Georgian exporters and their associations, the other two issues require an active participation and commitment from the Georgian leadership and the international community with vested interests in this part of the world. Resolving these issues in the format of international organisations, of which Georgia and Russia are both members, can play a significant role in achieving some positive results.